The following current and retired members of the UCLA Academic Senate or Librarians Association of the University of California, Los Angeles, or whose emeritus status was conferred, died between January 12 and October 22, 2023.

The UCLA Emeriti Association honors them and extends our condolences to their families, friends, and colleagues.

Barbara Duke, Library (Education & Psychology Library (head); Charles E. Young Research Library Reference Department)

E. Russell “Russ” Hardwick, Chemistry (shock-wave kinetics, photostationary states, flash photolysis; teaching non-science majors); 100 years old

David D. “Dave” Jackson, Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences (geophysics, earthquakes, earthquake prediction, early warning, and mitigation strategies)

Harry J. Jerison, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences and Psychology (brain evolution, vigilance (sustained attention), nature of intelligence)

James N. Miller, Microbiology, Immunology & Molecular Genetics (molecular and cellular approaches to the immunobiology and immune pathogenesis of syphilis and Lyme borreliosis)

Allen Parducci, Psychology (cognitive psychology, “range-frequency” theory, predicting how individuals make judgments)

Masahiro Sugawara, Medicine (VA Wadsworth; internal medicine, endocrinology, thyroid, diabetes, and metabolism)

Charles E. “Chuck” Young, Political Science and UCLA chancellor (1968-1997); UCLA Emeriti Association Lifetime Achievement Award (November, 2017) See UCLA Newsroom In Memoriam at Charles E. Young, former chancellor who led UCLA for nearly three decades, has died at 91 | UCLA.
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